KONE provides innovative and eco-efficient
solutions for elevators, escalators, automatic
building doors and the systems that integrate
them with today’s intelligent buildings.
We support our customers every step of the
way; from design, manufacturing and
installation to maintenance and modernization.
KONE is a global leader in helping our
customers manage the smooth flow of people
and goods throughout their buildings.
Our commitment to customers is present in
all KONE solutions. This makes us a reliable
partner throughout the life cycle of the
building. We challenge the conventional
wisdom of the industry. We are fast, flexible,
and we have a well-deserved reputation as a
technology leader, with such innovations as
KONE MonoSpace®, KONE EcoMod™ and
KONE UltraRope™.
KONE employs on average 43,000 dedicated
experts to serve you globally and locally.

KONE Elevator India Private Limited
Factory and Registered Office:
50, Vanagaram Road, Ayanambakkam
Chennai - 600 095. India
Tel. No. +91 44 26533901 - 04
Fax No. +91 44 26533912

KONE I MonoSpace®

Corporate Office:
Prestige Centre Court, 9th Floor, The Forum
Vijaya Mall, No. 183, NSK Salai, Arcot Road,
Vadapalani, Chennai – 600 026. India
Ph. +91 44 66254000, +91 44 66254050

Enriching Designs
Elevated Experiences

Toll Free Service Number:
18004254666 / 18004254254
Contact person:

Visit us at www.KONE.in

This publication is for general informational purposes only and we reserve the right at any time to alter the product design and specifications. No statement this publication
contains shall be construed as a warranty or condition, express or implied, as to any product, its fitness for any particular purpose, merchantability, quality or representation of
the terms of any purchase agreement. Minor differences between printed and actual colors may exist. KONE MonoSpace®, KONE EcoDisc®, KONE Care® and People Flow®
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SunGlow

TOUCH OF THE MORNING RAYS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fire is the driving force behind all life processes that gives zeal, power, strength, confidence and success.

The colour schemes light up the interiors with the pleasant warmth and passion of Fire element.
The lightness makes the car feel roomier, and handpicked accessories lend a touch of class to the interiors.
Designed to make every day a bright, sunny day.
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SunGlow
Element
Fire
Interior
Painted and Stainless steel
Lighting
Honeycomb Fluorescent

P

resented in three colour options Energetic Yellow, Radiant Orange and

Pearl White, the instantly inviting colours are
offset with silver black or smoke grey flooring

IMSP 006*

to create a lasting impression. The brushed
finish of stainless steel walls tone down the
stronger colours while illuminating the lighter
white. The honeycomb lighting, inspired
from the translucent cellular hexagonal
design, lights up the car with a pleasant and
uniform glow.

Round Handrail

Flat Handrail

Fan
IMSP 007*

Mirror

Honeycomb Ceiling
IMSP 005*
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Skirting

COP

*Flat handrail (HR 20) is optional. All cars come with round handrail (HR 64S) as standard.
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DewDrop

SERENE FLOW DAY AFTER DAY
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Water is associated with conception of new ideas, clarity of thoughts, new opportunities, healing
energy, immunity and restoration of health.

Smooth, cool and inviting, the colours based on Water element are designed to have a nourishing effect. The
fluidity of motion is further enhanced by the free flowing Design that has integrated Car Operating Panels.
Every ride, made a glistening experience.
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DewDrop
Element
Water
Interior
Painted Dual Colour
Lighting
Honeycomb Fluorescent

R

eminiscent of a pleasant rainy day, this

IMPD 004*

collection is presented in two colour

options - Water Lily and Ocean Blue that
delightfully contrast with the comforting
silver grey wall panels to create a relaxed
ambience. The honey comb pattern lighting
with its even glow enhances the calmness
while the ergonomically designed handrail in
matching silver grey further adds to the
effect.

IMPD 003*
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Round Handrail

Flat Handrail

Honeycomb Ceiling

Fan

Mirror

COP

Skirting

*Flat handrail (HR 20) is optional. All cars come with round handrail (HR 64S) as standard.
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SandStone
SOLID EXPERIENCES THAT STAY FOREVER
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Earth stands for stability, balance, infinite patience and maturity of performance.
Rooted in Earth element, the colour themes lend a sense of steadfastness to the entire design. Long
lasting and durable accessories further add to its consistency. Firm and resolute, when it comes to
every day performance.
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SandStone
Element
Earth
Interior
Painted Dual Colour
Lighting
RL20 LED

C

lassic tones with a modern twist. The

IMPD 002

collection represents the classiness of

dual combinations as Pearl Beige with Pearl
White and Water Lily with Silver Grey make
their statements solidly felt. Enhancing the
stable feeling, the coloured ceiling adds to
the spaciousness while ergonomically crafted
handrails lends a modern touch to the
elegant car.

Round Handrail

IMPD 001
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Mirror

RL20 with Fan

COP

Skirting
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CoolBreeze

FEEL LIGHT IN EVERY RIDE
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Air represents impressive efficiency, bringing refreshment, fun, joy and happiness in life.
The design based on Air element creates a soothing atmosphere making every ride a pleasurable
one. Award winning LED lighting softly illuminates the interiors, brightening up the senses. A
breezy ride assured, every time.
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CoolBreeze
Element
Air
Interior
Painted Single Colour
Lighting
RL20 LED

M

onotones that break monotony.

IMPP 010

Presented in Pearl White and Pearl

Beige, these contemporary cars in classic
antique finish lend a regal air to every ride.
The round design of the award winning
RL20 lighting adds a dash of elegance to
the modern car while the ergonomically
designed handrail further enhances the user
experience.

Round Handrail

IMPP 011
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Mirror

RL20 with Fan

COP

Skirting
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MilkyWay

LIMITS PUSHED LITTLE FURTHER
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Space represents expansion, enhancement and the awareness to understand new,
creative and beneficial ideas.
Designed around Space element, choice colours have been fine tuned to reflect an expansive
mood. Seamlessly integrated design elements give a roomier feel within. The satisfaction keeps
spreading, with every single travel.
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MilkyWay
Element
Space
Interior
Brushed stainless steel with
painted ceiling
Lighting
• Honeycomb Fluorescent
• RL20 LED

T

he evergreen stainless steel cars

IMSS 009*

presented in contemporary style. The

brushed finish of stainless steel beautifully
balances both stronger and lighter colours as
is evident in this collection. The sturdiness of
the stainless steel car is jazzed up with brilliant
blue and mysterious black painted ceilings.
Hand rails complement the cutting edge feel,
adding to the modern effect.

Round Handrail

Flat Handrail

RL20 with Fan

Skirting

Honeycomb Ceiling
IMSS 008
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Fan

COP

Mirror

*Flat handrail (HR 20) is optional. All cars come with round handrail (HR 64S) as standard.
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